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ABSTRACT
Building performance simulations are of rising im-

portance when designing buildings. While Building In-
formation Modeling aims to streamline the planning
process by compiling relevant data, it is often unaware
of simulation requirements, making them difficult. If
based on models derived from BIM, simulations tend
to have many zones. While good for detail, this makes
them unwieldy and only acceptable if set up mostly
automated. This paper presents an automated work-
flow, from extracting zones from architectural meshes
from IFC4 building models, to setting up the thermal
simulation in EnergyPlus. Implemented as plugin for
Blender, this workflow features an intuitive, node-based
interface which allows detailed control of the process.

INTRODUCTION
In Building Information Modeling (BIM), a build-

ing or facility can be digitally represented with its
physical, functional, and geometric properties. All rel-
evant building data can be modelled, combined, and
recorded. The standardised data exchange format for
openBIM is the Industry Foundation Class (IFC) [1].
The model data contained can be processed and used
for planning, calculations, installations and for simula-
tions. Such simulations encompass Building (Energy)
Performance Simulations (BePS), which are important
for predicting requirements when designing heating or
cooling equipment.

Zones, in the context of BePS, are distinct spa-
tial volumes that exchange thermal energy with other
zones; typically at the scale of single or few rooms.
They can be energy sinks or sources and have a heat
capacity among other physical properties. IFC4 de-
fines IfcSpaces and IfcSpacialZone:TypeThermal to
describe them. In this work, each zone is represented by
a node in a graph and energy transfer only occurs along
edges in that graph. These thermal zones are not con-
tained in commonly used IFC files. They usually must
be deduced from the building geometry and materials.

Simulations gain precision by defining zones as
small and detailed as physically reasonable. Even on
moderate building sizes this leads to dozens of nodes
derived from spaces. Setting them up manually is a te-
dious task, especially considering the potential number

of inter-node connections. And at least when reaching
city block scope this grunt work is best done by an
algorithm. The IFC2Sim plugin presented is designed
to automate that process.

On a side note, simulating a large number of zones
is computationally expensive. Summarizing individual
spaces to fewer, representative zones would mitigate
that problem. However, the question becomes how to
choose these bigger zones without affecting the overall
simulation too much. An agglomerative or averaging
approach merges suitable, adjacent zones of the high
detail model, which would be produced by our tool.
This zone unification, however, is not part of the current
work.

IFC is a common standard, that can be read by many
open source programs. One of them is IfcOpenShell [2]
which provides BlenderBIM [3], an addon for Blender.
Another addon, called VI-Suite [4], allows to run a
BePS via Energy Plus and to inspect the results in
Blender. Energy Plus is a widely used whole-building
energy simulation software. Blender itself is an open
source and platform independent 3D design software.
Apart from visualizing and modifying geometry, users
can define GUIs to their needs and call any Python
code. Thus we choose to implement IFC2Sim as a
Blender addon, both eliminating dependencies and en-
suring public availability. Similar to the VI-Suite, we
follow the graphical programming idiom. It is easy to
use, the properties and connections of nodes can be
edited freely, and fine control of the simulation in VI-
Suite is done in a similar way.

Previous Work

IFC files are known for their richness in data and
therefore many research papers on generating simula-
tions from them have been written. [5] describes an ap-
proach to automated generation of second-level bound-
ary geometry. Second-level boundaries describe parts
of a surface, that are shared only by two zones. The
BIM2SIM project [6] explored the feasibility of creat-
ing BePS directly from BIM files for a combination of
several different formats, tools and simulators (includ-
ing IFC and Energy Plus). IFC2Sim narrows this down
to a single combination (IFC4 and Energy Plus), but at
the same time it aims to provide its functionality in one
unified interface, Blender: With BlenderBIM IFC files
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can be read and created, BePS are available through
the VI-Suite and IFC2Sim bridges the gap between
them. Blender itself allows to directly adjust 3D geom-
etry and to create renderings, and because it can call
python code, typical libraries for the analysis of simula-
tion results are available. Since the complete workflow
is done with addons, there is no need to switch pro-
grams.

IMPLEMENTATION
IFC2Sim builds upon other projects: The IfcOpen-

Shell interacts with IFC files; for this BlenderBIM turns
Blender into a front end. Similarly the VI-Suite pro-
vides a front end for simulation in Energy Plus, Radi-
ance or OpenFOAM. IFC2Sim tries to bridge these
two addons: It provides a mostly automated work-
flow, while keeping the original interfaces accessable
(Fig. 1). The data is read from the IFC file using
BlenderBIM. In Blender IFC2Sim extracts the geom-
etry and sets up simulation. Using the VI-Suite, the
simulation is calculated by Energy Plus. The results
get analysed by the VI-Suite and IFC2Sim. A thermal
model and the results are fed back to the IFC file via
BlenderBIM (currently not implemented).

Blender

IFC2Sim

VI-Suite
Energy Plus
Open Foam
Radiance

BlenderBIM
Ifc-OpenShell

GUI,
Geometry

IFC4

Thermal zones
& results

& IFC data
Geometry
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Figure 1. IFC2Sim in relation to BlenderBIM and VI-Suite.

Simulation Requirements
For the thermal simulation, Energy Plus needs a

thermal model, which the VI-Suite defines. The VI-
Suite itself needs a zones-and-vicinity graph, building
services, schedules and constructions.

Constructions are the physical make-up of any zone
boundary. The VI-Suite defines them in a node tree
EnVI-Material (Fig. 3) linked to the respective mate-
rial. The IFC4 format provides IfcMaterialLayerSet to
define a construction. However, in the examined IFC
files walls were split into their individual layers. This
appears to be a structural problem, as files from multi-
ple sources and multiple programs have the same issue.
It may be caused by user error, or by insufficient sup-
port in software. In the examined files, those created
by CADWORK provide one IfcMaterialLayerSet per
layer, defeating its purpose. Files created with Archi-
CAD do not provide IfcMaterialLayerSet at all. Since
in the examined files the relations between walls and
zones were not properly defined, IFC2Sim does not
yet deduce the constructions from the IFC file. If IFC
files contain this information, using them would be the
method of choice.

The zones-and-vicinity graph is represented in the
node tree EnVI-Network (see Fig. 4). The VI-Suite
defines zones by zone nodes, which are updated each
time the geometry gets exported. Linking up the inter-
zone boundaries, as well as defining which geometry to
export as a zone is left to the user. IFC2Sim simplifies
selection and export of zones, as well as linking up
the exported zones. Currently linking is done with a
simple proximity search, but in the future a bounding
volume hierarchy tree (BVH-tree) could be used. To
create the necessary geometry, IFC2Sim imports the
IfcSpaces of an IFC file, and applies the cross sections
of the IfcOpenings for windows and doors.

For building services the VI-Suite uses nodes in the
same node tree (EnVI-Network). As the examined files
do not contain settings for building services, IFC2Sim
defines its own default settings based on the deferred
zone type (bath, living room, kitchen, etc.).

Schedules describe time tables for occupancy, lights
and more. As possible inputs for building services, the
VI-Suite defines nodes for them in the EnVI-Network
node tree. The examined IFC files do not contain
any schedules, even though the IFC4 format supports
them (via IfcTimeSeries and IfcTaskTimeRecurring).
IFC2Sim does not interact with them.

WORKFLOW
IFC2Sim implements its own node tree type to rep-

resent the core workflow. This workflow consists of five
steps, namely import of IFC files, creation of zones,
configuration of parameters, simulation via Energy
Plus and analysis of results. These steps are described
in the following paragraphs.

Importing IFC files is done via the IFC-Import
node. Each IFC file needs a separate import node. Al-
ternatively, the Objects Input node provides any object
already imported or modeled.

To define zones, the Objects Filter node is used on
these objects to filter for IfcSpaces (air node/zone) and
the IfcOpenings of doors and windows (c.f . Fig. 5a).
With the Set Materials node materials are applied to the
IfcSpaces, declaring the construction of any surface,
thus defining its thermal properties. The Cut Openings
node is used to apply doors and windows (including
their materials), completing the zones geometric setup
(c.f . Fig. 5b). The node Export Geometry takes this
geometry and creates a network, linking the inter zone
boundaries and setting the correct volumes.

The configuration of parameters happens at two
places: First the building services are prepared. The
Building Services node provides a convenient way to
setup the relevant services for many zones at once.
To refine the parameters however, nodes in the EnVi
Network have to be used.

The simulation is started from the Simulation node.
Before the calculate button appears, the simulation set-
tings have to be entered and exported.



For analysis the results are read in with the node
Analyse Zones, which sorts zones by their quantities.
The visualization is separated to a jupyther notebook.
Interface

Blender provides 18 distinct editors, each of which
an addon may extend to provide a GUI for their own
functionality. Among them Texteditor, Nodeeditor, 3D-
View and Properties are used by BlenderBIM and
the VI-Suite. IFC2Sim, however, only relies on the
Nodeeditor; all necessary information and drawing can
be incorporated into a single node tree and for further
refinement the other interfaces are still available.

A node tree is Blenders GUI for directed acyclic
graphs (DAG). In this context, a node is a container
of data and functions, bundled with a block-shaped in-
terface. Edges in this graph are represented with links
between sockets. Sockets are dots, boxes or diamonds
on the left (=> inputs) or the right (=> outputs) side of
a node. An output may be linked to many inputs, but an
input usually accepts only a single output. Sockets often
have certain color to aid in finding valid inputs. Simi-
larly, links that wrap to a previous node are highlighted
in red, as Blenders own node trees do not support cyclic
graphs, thus Blender assumes them invalid.

As a node tree can represent any tree like or DAG
like structure, it is an intuitive interface for a workflow,
constructions, networks for thermal zones and more;
thus node trees are a major element in Blenders GUI
and are of rising importance still.

As for the VI-Suite, a node tree can be used to
model the building, representing zones as one type of
nodes and building services as another one. Connec-
tions may represent a flow of heat, air or information,
thus several algorithms may work on graph like ab-
stractions representing the thermal zones and their in-
terconnection. Indeed the VI-Suite defines three node
trees, namely the VI-Network, the EnVI-Network and
the EnVI-Materials.

The VI-Network, seen in Fig. 2, is the main con-
trol for building simulations within the VI-Suite. It is
handled mostly by IFC2Sim, but plotting (up to three)
simulated quantities or exporting results to CSV files
has to be done here, using the nodes VI-Chart (center,
right) and VI-CSV Export (bottom right) respectively.
The left nodes build zone nodes from the 3D geometry
(top) and select a weather. The EnVI Export node (cen-
ter) defines simulation context and exports everything
for Energy Plus. The top right node starts Simulation.

The EnVI-Network (c.f . Fig. 4) is where the ther-
mal building model is represented as a graph. It con-
tains a node for each zone (bottom), with their inter-
facing boundaries represented as brown sockets. The
top nodes define the building services. Left to right
(ordered by their sockets) they read HVAC (heating,
ventilation, and air conditioning), occupancy, equip-
ment and infiltration. IFC2Sim provides an operator to
synchronize selection of zone nodes and zone objects;
selecting an object also selects its node and vice versa.

Figure 2. Nodes in the VI-Network control simulations: They
convert geometry to zones (top left), select weather (bottom
left), setup and run simulation (center and top right), plot the
results (center right) and export them to CSV (bottom right).

Figure 3. A Construction node (right) defines type and bound-
ary conditions. Each node left of it adds a layer (on the inside).

Figure 4. Exemplary EnVI-Network: Building services (top)
connect to zone nodes (bottom). The red, brown and yellow
sockets denote building services, inter-zone boundaries and
schedules. IFC2Sim automates connecting them.

The EnVI Material node tree (Fig. 3) is linked to the
corresponding material. It defines the construction of
the surface in question (e.g. wooden internal wall) ei-
ther layer by layer, or by a predefined construction. The
construction node accepts the outside layer, calculates
the U-value, and defines the boundary condition.
Preparation Nodes

The IFC-Import node imports the IFC file, forward-
ing the imported objects via a socket. The import over-
rides this list. To use objects from a second IFC file, a
second IFC-Import node is needed.



Alternatively, objects already imported (or mod-
elled) may be provided using the Objects Input node.
Objects may be added or removed individually, or col-
lectively, based on selection or other properties. Adding
an object already in the list will instead find and select
it in the scrollable list widget below.

With the Objects Filter node, zones (IfcSpaces), as
well as doors and windows (IfcOpenings) are extracted.
Each filter corresponds to an output socket. The ac-
tive filter is defined below the list widget. (These three
nodes are shown in Fig. 5a).

The node Set Materials takes a list of zones (ob-
jects), extracts the surfaces by their direction and ap-
plies the associated materials. The Cut Openings node
applies the individual openings (doors and windows)
to the zones. As these openings apply their respective
materials, this has to be done after the other materials
were set. Both nodes are shown in Fig. 5b.

The Export Geometry node prepares the provided
zones for the VI-Suite to recognize. During the export,
zone volumes are calculated and set automatically. The
user may override them for finer control. IFC2Sim then
connects the inter zone boundary sockets to represent
heat transfer between zones.

The node Building Services is used to setup (ba-
sic) building services for groups of zones. For each of
them, the HVAC, Infiltration, Equipment or Occupancy
building service may be declared (in-) active. This will
create additional sockets to which a copy of the respec-
tive building service node is connected. These copies
act as remote inputs for the setup in the EnVI-Network.
Fig. 5c displays these nodes.

Simulation Nodes
The Simulation node provides options to declare a

weather file and to further refine simulation parameters
and, after their export, start the simulation. Unlike the
other nodes presented, this node just relays the inter-
faces of nodes from the VI-Network, creating tree and
nodes as necessary.

After the simulation is finished, the Analyse Zones
node provides a list of the simulated zones, sorted by
characteristics of the simulation results. This might
be useful for further analysis, such as partial simula-
tion. The node may also use the results (*.eso file) of
other simulations. The Simulation node and the Anal-
yse Zones node are shown in Fig. 6.

EXEMPLARY USE
During development the scripts were tested on a

75-zone building.1 The following steps were taken to
get from the IFC4 file to the simulation: import, ap-
plying materials and openings, remodeling interfacing
surfaces, declaring zones and exporting, linking up in-
terfacing surfaces, defining and linking equipment to
zones, and simulation.

1Provided by team eXtension-for-Sustainability (X4S) of the
Solar-Decathlon-Europe 2021-2022.

(a) Import of objects from an IFC4 file (lower left). Selection (upper
left) and filtering of objects (right).

(b) Definition of surface materials (left) and of openings and their
materials (right).

(c) Export panel for EnVi simulation model with automatic linking
of zones (left top). Definition of building services like HVAC (right).
(Red update buttons indicate necessary updates.)

Figure 5. Control nodes of IFC2Sim to set up simulation
objects and parameters.

Figure 6. Panel to export model and start simulation (left).
Sorting of zones by simulated quantities (right).



Each of these steps can be performed with the pro-
vided nodes, with the only exception of remodeling
the interface surfaces. This is not implemented yet, but
could be achieved by abstracting to irreducible geom-
etry, intersecting it and finally triangulating it. (See
also [7] on correcting geometry and [5] on creating
second level boundary geometry).

While the interfacing walls were being processed,
linking their representations became painstakingly
slow. The reason is that the VI-Suite tests validity for
each link of each node, on any update of the EnVi
node tree. This is unnecessarily inefficient and has been
patched for testing. (Since the patch requires modifying
VI-Suite source code, it is not part of IFC2Sim.)

Figure 7b shows the geometry after the materials
and openings were applied. The colors show the type
of boundary (not the precise makeup). Green is for
roofs, yellow for inter-zone boundaries, gray for out-
side walls, blue for windows and brown for doors. The
blue transparent piece is the atrium, which was not
simulated and exists solely for reference in the image.
The Figure 7c shows the exported zones as nodes, with
their inter-zone boundary sockets linked up. 256 links
represent the inter-zone-boundaries and 300 connect to
the HVAC-, Equipment-, Occupancy- and Infiltration-
nodes. In total 556 links display clearly why setting up
such large simulations should be automated.

DATA ANALYSIS AND PRESENTATION
Analysis and presentation of a large number of zones

and their results requires a formidable compression of
information. Regarding requirements, the majority of
zones will be of minimal interest – they will behave
fairly similar, thus only their total quantities will mat-
ter. However, the outliers represent the extreme require-
ments, dictate the equipment and define the points of
highest impact for optimisation. They are the problem-
atic zones, on which future simulations should focus.

A compact, intuitive presentation of zone related
data is plotting it into the zones floor plan. Since this
illustrates the location, adjacency, and mutual influence
of the zones well, it simplifies comparisons and facil-
itates understanding of outliers. This type of plot can
only depict a single value per zone, such as the heating
loads visualized in Figure 8.

For time related data, it is sensible to plot the up-
per and lower bounding curves, as well as the (area
weighted) average over the zones. Since the extremes
are shown next to the average, the resulting plot is use-
ful for sizing and design. In Figure 9 the range in which
the zone temperatures sway is shown.

For the two zones most and least comfortable, a
comfort-plot was created (see Fig. 10). It is evident,
that the building needs a cooling system and should
have humidification.

(a) Rendering of the building in question: Cafe Ada in Wuppertal.
The upper three floors are living quarters to extend the cafe.

(b) Geometry of the building after export. 75 zones (atrium not
included). The colors depict the boundary condition.

(c) Extracted zones from Fig. 7b, manually grouped to apartments
(blue frames). Building services left out for clarity.

Figure 7. Exemplary simulation of a medium sized building.
Rendering and Simulation are based on the same IFC file.
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Figure 8. The heating loads of the top floor displayed as floor
plan. The northern zones require the most heat (8.1 W/m2).
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(b) Thermal comfort in consideration of moisture.

Figure 10. Comparing zones of highest and lowest comfort.

SUMMARY
This paper was able to present a workflow that is

both, mostly automated as well as highly adjustable.
The workflow, from import to simulation, was imple-
mented as an addon, and a jupyther notebook was pre-
pared to facilitate analysis for large numbers of zones.

In our example we were able to showcase this work-
flow, demonstrating its strengths and weaknesses. For
instance, interfacing surfaces had to be remodeled by
hand. Finding them and applying their materials was
automated with a Python script, however, which is not
yet transferred into the addon.

Further it appears, that commonly used IFC files
are not BePS-ready. This problem is not irredeemable
(IFC4 supports the necessary classes), but it indicates
a lack of software support or missing user awareness.
Nonetheless even in its early stage, the addon presented
was able to reduce the simulation setup time drastically.

For plotting the results, currently we have to rely
on the VI-Suite, because Blenders Python does not in-
clude the matplotlib scientific plotting library. The VI-
Suite solves this by bringing its own complete Python
installation. IFC2Sim however, solves it by providing
analysis separately, in a jupyther notebook.

FUTURE WORK
In the future, IFC2Sim will support closer inter-

action with the IFC file, while the dependency on
other addons should be reduced. The thermal simu-
lation model could be stored into the IFC file itself,
even though results should probably be put in an IFC
patch file (to prevent bloating the main file).

The reconstruction of interfacing boundaries could
be automated (e.g. based on [5]). Finding interfacing
boundaries will be moved into the addon. The process
for linking them could be optimized, by using Bound-
ing Volume Hierarchy Trees (BVH-trees).

A dedicated paper could discuss how to combine
zones to reduce computational cost. This would also
simplify analysis. Alternatively a workflow to create
partial simulations would be of interest.

Furthermore, the BePS could be supplemented with
the light planning and calculation in Radiance, also
available via VI-Suite.
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